lac Repressor headpiece binds specifically to half of the lac operator: a proton nuclear magnetic resonance study.
The complex formation of the N-terminal domain (headpiece) of the Escherichia coli lac repressor and a synthetic 14-base-pair lac operator fragment has been investigated by 1H NMR. Titration shifts in the imino-proton region of the DNA spectrum and in the aromatic region of the headpiece spectrum are examined in detail and interpreted where possible. The assignment of the resonances in the complex follows in part from the titration data and is completed by nuclear Overhauser measurements. The shift of the His-29 C-2 resonance has been used to assess the binding strength of the complex. Evidence is presented for the presence of a high-affinity site on the lac operator fragment (KD less than or equal to 2 X 10(-5) M), which shows features in common with one of the specific binding sites on the complete lac operator, and for the presence of a second, nonspecific binding site with lower affinity. The influence of this second site on the interpretation of the binding data is discussed.